CSNA was formed in 1968, so 2008 was its 40th anniversary.
The Classification Society was formed in 1964, so 2014 was its 50th anniversary.

A Classification Society (CS) was founded in the UK on 17 April 1964 during a conference of ASLIB, a society of British librarians. In 1968, its North American members founded the American Branch of the CS, later renamed the Classification Society of North America. The British group was called the European Branch of the CS at that time and renamed the British Classification Society on 1 June 1984.
(From Hans Bock, http://www.stochastik.rwth-aachen.de/bock/ifcshistory.pdf)

The North American Branch was active from 1969 until 1984, when it was incorporated as the Classification Society of North America. (From Classification Society of North America Twentieth Anniversary, WHE Day and RR Sokal, JoC, 6: 169-170, 1989)

PRESIDENTS

2016-2017  Herbie Lee
2014-2015  Douglas Steinley
2012-2013  Rebecca Nugent
2010-2011  William Shannon
2008-2009  Fionn Murtagh
2006-2007  Melvin Janowitz
2004-2005  Phipps Arabie
2002-2003  Stanley Wasserman
2000-2001  David Banks
1998-1999  Stephen Hirtle
1996-1997  Peter G. Bryant
1994-1995  Michael Windham
1992-1993  Herman P. Friedman
1990-1991  Richard Dubes
1987-1989  William H. E. Day
1984-1986  Lawrence J. Hubert
1981-1983  J. Douglas Carroll
1979-1980  John Hartigan
1975-1978  F. James Rohlf
1972-1974  Joseph B. Kruskal
1969-1971  Robert Sokal
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2016-2018  Brian Franczak
2015      Stan Sclove
2014      Beth Ayers
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1993-1994  Stanley Wasserman
1987-1990  Glenn Milligan

1985-1987  Secy. James Corter; Treasurer Suzanne Winsberg
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1980      Kurt Enslein

ANNUAL MEETINGS, ORGANISER(S)

2015 McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, Canada, Paul McNicholas
2014
2013 University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Stephen France
2012 Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Rebecca Nugent
2011 Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Rebecca Nugent
2010 St. Louis, MO, William Shannon
2009 St. Louis, MO, William Shannon
2008 St. Louis, MO, Douglas Steinley and William Shannon
2007 Champaign, IL, David Dubin (joint with meeting of Digital Humanities Group)
2006 DIMACS, Piscataway, NJ, Mel Janowitz
2005 St. Louis, MO, William Shannon (joint with Interface Foundation of Nth America)
2004 Chicago, IL, Buck McMorris (joint with IFCS Conference)
2003 Tallahassee, FL, Michael Brusco
2002 Madison, WI, Bernie Harris
2001 St. Louis, MO, William Shannon
2000 Montreal, Pierre Hansen
1999 Pittsburgh, PA, Stephen C. Hirtle
1998 Urbana-Champaign, IL, Stanley Wasserman (joint with Psychometric Society)
1997 Washington DC, David Banks
1996 Amherst, MA, Mel Janowitz (joint with Numerical Taxonomy Group)
1995 Denver, CO, Peter Bryant
1994 Houston, TX, Dennis Johnston
1993 Pittsburgh, PA, Herman Friedman (with Numerical Taxonomy Group)
1992 East Lansing, MI, Wayne DeSarbo
1990 Logan, UT, Michael Windham
1989 Charlottesville, VA, Robert F. Ling (joint with IFCS Conference)
1988 New York, NY, Stephen Hirtle
1987 Montreal, Pierre Legendre (joint with Psychometric Society)
1986 Columbus, OH, Glenn Milligan
1985 St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada, Bill Day
1984 Santa Barbara, CA, Lawrence Hubert (joint with Psychometric Society)
1982 Montreal, Pascale Rousseau (joint with Psychometric Society)
1981 Toronto, Canada. Harvery Skinner
1979 Univ. of Florida, FL, Roger Blashfield.
1976 Univ. of Rochester, Victor McGee
1973 Chicago, IL Jim Rohlf
ca. 1970 Columbus, OH